Classical equivalence between Jordan's and Einstein's frame counterparts of F(R) theory of gravity has recently been questioned, since the two produce different Noether symmetries, which couldn't be translated back and forth using transformation relations. Here we add the Hamiltonian constraint equation, which is essentially the time-time component of Einstein's equation, through a Lagrange multiplier to the existence condition for Noether symmetry to show that all the three different canonical structures of F(R) theory of gravity, including the one which follows from Lagrange multiplier technique, admit each and every available symmetry independently. This establishes classical equivalence amongst all the three.
Introduction
In a recent publication [1] , mathematical equivalence between Jordan's and Einstein's frame in connection with F (R) theory of gravity described by the action
has been questioned. In the above action (1), κ = 8πG, L m represents matter Lagrangian density, h is the determinant of the induced metric, K is the trace of the extrinsic curvature tensor K ij , and prime denotes derivative with respect to the Ricci scalar R . The question arose because, the two produce different symmetries even in homogeneous and isotropic model, which can't be translated back and forth using the transformation relatioñ φ = 3 2k ln Φ.
while it establishes mathematical equivalence between the two, by translating the classical field equations. To define the scalars Φ andφ , we mention that, translation of action (1) to the Jordan's frame of reference is possible, simply under redefinition of F ′ (R) = Φ and R = U ,Φ , while the same in Einstein's frame of reference is possible under conformal transformation,g µν = F ′ (R)g µν = e 2ω g µν , where the conformal factor ω is related to an effective scalar fieldφ by the relation ω = k 6φ .
In fact, there exists three possible techniques towards canonical formulation of F (R) theory of gravity. One is Lagrange multiplier technique, which is applicable with finite degrees of freedom, and the other two as mentioned, are the Jordan's and Einstein's frame counterparts of the above action (1) . Invoking Noether symmetry taking into account barotropic fluid, for which L m = −ρ 0 a −3w (where ρ 0 is the presently available matter-density of the universe, and w is the state parameter) in Robertson-Walker minisuperspace,
while Lagrange multiplier technique [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] having point Lagrangian in the form, L(a, R,ȧ,Ṙ) = 1 2κ
and the point Lagrangian corresponding to equivalent canonical action in Jordan's frame [1, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 ]
with,
yield only
the point Lagrangian corresponding to equivalent canonical action in Einstein's frame [1, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20] Lt
, for k = 0, ±1 in vacuum and in radiation era,
In the above, Σ stands for the associated conserved current. It was not possible to translate the conserved currents back and forth using the transformation relations (2) and the following ones,
which follow from the metric (3). To understand the awesome situation, it is important to mention that the classical field equations in the two frames, do not match automatically. The scalar field equations in particular match, using the ( 0 0 ) equation of Einstein. It is also important to mention that since the ( 0 0 ) equation of Einstein doesn't contain second derivative, it simply is treated as a non-holonomic constraint of the theory of gravity, and when translated in terms of the phase-space variables, is found to be the Hamiltonian constraint (H = 0) of the theory. In the absence of the constraint the classical equations of motion don't match and this was made clear in the recent manuscript [1] in view of a toy model.
Since the classical field equations in the two frames match only due to the presence of the Hamiltonian constraint equation, which is the outcome of diffeomorphic invariance of the theory of gravity, therefore due to the presence of constraint, one can't expect that solutions of Noether equations satisfy the Hamilton constraint equation automatically. This has been proved by Wald and Zoupas [21] . This means that Noether theorem is not onshell for constrained system, unless the symmetry generator involves the constraint. We therefore propose that for such a constrained system, the symmetry generator obtained under infinitesimal transformation of the generalized coordinates, q ′ i = q i + ǫα i (q i , t) and time, t ′ = t + ǫχ(q i , t), where, ǫ → 0 , of the associated point Lagrangian, is
In the above, the Hamiltonian should be expressed in terms of configuration space variables, which essentially is the ( In view of the above generator involving gauge, it is possible to generate identical symmetries for all the three point Lagrangians constructed using Lagrange multiplier technique, and from equivalent Jordan's and Einstein's frame actions of F (R) theory of gravity. This we demonstrate in the following section. In the process, we show that all the lost symmetries from different frames are recovered. Thus, mathematical equivalence between all the three canonical structures of F (R) theory of gravity is established. We conclude in section 3.
Noether symmetries.
As mentioned, we have not found the same symmetries in different canonical frames, and this is the reason for our botheration. It is generally argued that symmetries depend on the choice of configuration space variables. Indeed it's true, but only for trivial Noether symmetries, which appear due to the presence of a cyclic co-ordinate in the Lagrangian. However, when Noether symmetry analysis is performed to find a potential from an arbitrary action, it is always there, irrespective of the choice of configuration space variables. For example, if we impose Noether symmetry in view of the condition £ X L = 0 , where the vector field, X = i α i ∂ ∂qi +α i ∂ ∂qi , to find the form of potential in the toy model
It indeed exists in the form,
2 ) . One can find a new set of variables say u(q i ) and v j (q i ), (j = i − 1 ) under the change of variables,
Once the Lagrangian is expressed in terms of the new variables, u turns out to be a cyclic co-ordinate. In this case, the new variables are u = tan
One can now observe that in the process we have gone over to the polar coordinate v = r, u = θ , for which the potential is V = V 0 e cr 2 and hence u = θ becomes cyclic.
We therefore claim that equivalence between different techniques may only be established, if all the symmetries corresponding to the action (1) so far obtained following different techniques are available in every technique.
Symmetries following Lagrange multiplier technique.
The Hamiltonian in terms of configuration space variables (the ( 
Now, in view of the vector field X
relative to the Lagrangian (4) in the tangent space (a, R,ȧ,Ṙ), our proposed existence condition for symmetry (10) , £ X L − ηH = XL − ηH = 0 , leads to the following differential equation,
Therefore equating coefficients ofȧ 2 ,Ṙ 2 ,ȧṘ and the rest to zero, following set of four Noether equations are found
2.1.1 Available symmetries in pure vacuum era.
Case-I, k = ±1, 0 . This case results in two sets of solutions.
Solution-II.
Case-II, k = 0 . Choosing k = 0 , a priori, here again we obtain a pair of solutions.
2.1.2 Available symmetries in radiation dominated era.
In the pure radiation era, ω = 1 3 , and for, k = ±1, 0 , η = 1 , the following set of solutions exists
Available symmetries in pressureless dust era
In the matter dominated era (pressureless dust) ω = 0 , and for, k = ±1, 0 , η = 0 , following set of solutions exists
In all the different subsections, cases and subsubsections above, we have denoted constants by the same symbols, viz., α 0 , β 0 , F 0 and n. One can now observe that while following Lagrange multiplier technique no symmetry other than F (R) ∝ R 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 , 10], here we have been able to explore various symmetries, which includes
. The fact that F (R) theory (1) must admit these symmetries was signalled while trying the same with Einstein's frame action analogue of the theory. Also it's important to mention that, F (R) ∝ R 2 is a general symmetry for traceless field (as in pure vacuum and radiation eras) due to scale invariance of the action [22] , and may be found directly from the field equations [1] . Earlier it was not also possible to find the Noether counterpart of this general symmetry. In the process, we have recovered all the lost Noether symmetries following Lagrange multiplier technique, using the proposed symmetry generator which involves the Hamiltonian constraint (10).
Symmetries available in
Here again in view of the vector field X
relative to the Lagrangian L (5) in the tangent space (a, Φ,ȧ,Φ), the existence condition for symmetry, £ X L − ηH = XL − ηH = 0 (10), leads to the following differential equation
Therefore, equating coefficients ofȧ 2 ,Φ 2 ,ȧΦ and the rest to zero as usual, following set of four Noether equations are found as,
Available symmetries in vacuum dominated era.
In vacuum dominated era the set of solutions of the above equations are the following.
Case-I, k = ±1, 0 . In this case we obtain a pair of solutions.
Now, in view of the definition of U (Φ) given in (5), one obtains
, and the quadratic potential produces F (R) and the conserved current in the following forms respectively,
Solution-II
In view of the transformation relations given in (5), viz.
, one obtains F (R) and the corresponding conserved current as,
Case-II, k = 0 . Here again we obtain two sets of solutions, corresponding to different choice of η .
Therefore, in view of the transformation relations
, one obtains the following form of F (R) and the conserved current,
, one obtains the following forms of F (R) and the conserved current,
Available symmetries in radiation dominated era.
In radiation era ω = 1 3 , the set of solutions of the Noether equations for k = 0, ±1 are
2 , the quadratic potential produces the following forms of F (R) and the associated conserved current,
Available symmetries in pressureless dust era.
In matter dominated era ω = 0 , the set of solutions of the Noether equations for k = ±1, 0 are
, one obtains the following forms of F (R) and its conserved current
So, in this manner, using the proposed symmetry generator which involves the Hamiltonian constraint(10), it has also been possible to recover all the lost symmetries, viz. (
) in the Jordan's frame action corresponding to F (R) theory of gravity (1).
Symmetries available in Einstein's frame of reference.
The fact that symmetries other than F (R) ∝ R 2 (which appears due to scale invariance of the action and may be explored directly from the field equations), and F (R) ∝ R 3 2 (the trivial Noether symmetry obtained following Lagrange multiplier technique and from Jordan's frame of reference [9] ) exist, was signalled when the same was attempted to explore in view of analogous Einstein's frame action (1) . Unfortunately, it was not possible to find the trivial symmetry [9] associated with F (R) ∝ R 3 2 , from the analogous Einstein's frame action. Here we attempt to find the lost symmetry in view of the proposed symmetry generator (10) . The point Lagrangian (7) corresponding to the action (1) in Robertson-Walker metric (3) leads to the following Hamiltonian in configuration space [1] ,
which is constrained to vanish. Here again, in view of the vector field X ,
relative to the LagrangianLt (7) in the tangent space [ã,ȧ,φ,φ], the existence condition for symmetry, £ X L − ηH = XL − ηH = 0 (10), leads to the following differential equation,
Equating coefficients ofȧ 2 ,φ 2 ,ȧφ and the rest to zero as usual, following set of four Noether equations are found,
2.3.1 Available symmetries in pure vacuum era.
Case-I, for k = ±1, 0 .
In this case, in view of the Noether equations (42), we obtain following two sets of solutions.
Solution-I
The first set of solutions is,
In view of these solutions, the form of F (R) is obtained using the relation (7), and the expression for the associated conserved current are found as,
where, we have used transformation relations (2), (9) and the form of F (R) so obtained, to translate the conserved current in terms of proper time.
Solution-II
The second set of solutions is
Here the form of F (R) using the relation (7), and the expression of conserved current are found as,
As mentioned, we have translated the conserved current with respect to the proper time, using the transformation relations (2), (9) and the above form of F (R). Thus we have retrieved the symmetry which was lost from Einstein's frame action.
Case-II, (For k = 0)
Choosing the space to be flat a priori, here again we obtain two sets of solutions.
Solution-I
Here the form of α , β , η andṼ (φ) obtained in view of the set of equations (42) are
The form of F (R) is found in view of the above form of potential and the expression of the same given in (7). Form of F (R) and the expression of conserved current found following the same procedure as before, are
Solution-II The second set of solutions is obtained as,
The form of F (R) and the expression of conserved current are found following the same procedure as before, in the form
Available symmetries in radiation dominated era
In radiation dominated era ω = 1 3 , for k = ±1, 0 , the forms of α , β , η andṼ (φ) obtained in view of the set of equations (42) as
Here the form of F (R) and the expression of conserved current obtained using the same technique as before, are
2.3.3 Available symmetries in pressure-less dust era.
In the matter dominated era ω = 0 , for arbitrary choice of curvature parameter, k = ±1, 0 the forms of α , β , η andṼ (φ) obtained from the set of equations (42) are
The form of F (R) and the expression for the conserved current are
Hence, we have been able to recover the lost symmetry corresponding to F (R) ∝ R 3 2 , which appears both in vacuum and matter dominated era in view of the proposed symmetry generator (10) . Interestingly, in the process we have not lost any symmetry that were found earlier.
Concluding remarks
We always felt that matching classical field equations is not enough to establish true mathematical equivalence between different canonical prescriptions of the same theory, since canonical formulation of higher order theory is non-trivial. It is also required that all the different canonical actions produce all the symmetries available in the background of a specific metric. In an earlier manuscript [1] , we observed that Jordan's and Einstein's frames produce different symmetries, which couldn't be translated back and forth using the transformation relation, which applies in matching classical field equations. In view of a modified existence condition for Noether symmetry £ X L − ηH , which includes the Hamiltonian constraint, it has been possible to extract all the existing symmetries in all the three canonical actions corresponding to F (R) theory of gravity, independently. Since, the existence condition is general (not restricted to a minisuperspace) it is possible to establish equivalence in different anisotropic metrics also which results from Bianchi classification. Moreover, in the inhomogeneous situations, where momenta constraint (p i = 0, i = 1, 2, 3 ) exist, it is required to test if the symmetry generator £ X L − ηH − δ i p i = 0 applies equally. These issues will be posed in future.
While preparing the manuscript, through a private communication from Dr. Nikolaos Dimakis, we learnt that Christodoulakis et al [23] had already suggested that in order to explore all the symmetries of a gravitational Lagrangian, one must not fix the gauge (N ), the lapse function a priori. In the process more symmetries were explored [24] . This is because, in that case, the ( 0 0 ) equation of Einstein ( essentially the Hamilton constraint equation in configuration space variables) which appears from ∂L ∂N = 0 is lost. This means one has to find the symmetries keeping the lapse N arbitrary. In that case the generator (14) in Lagrange multiplier technique, should be modified to
that in Jordan's frame (24) should be replaced by
and finally in Einstein's frame (40) should be replaced by,
In fact, this is what we have already observed. In order to translate field equations from one frame to the other, the constraint equation is required. On the contrary, Noether symmetry does not recognize the constraint. This is the reason why we have suggested to enter the constraint equation through a Lagrange multiplier into the existence condition of symmetry. Hence, this treatment is identical to the one suggested by Christodoulakis et al [23] . The only problem is involving the lapse the Lagrangian becomes singular [25] . Nevertheless, this may be handled following Dirac's constraint analysis.
